2021 Fine Art Awards

Division 110: Professional, Fine Art
1st: Samuel Hoskins – “Portrait of a Broken Hearted”
2nd: Stephen Kekule – “Minerva’s Bath”
3rd: Corey Pressman – “Parade, No. 2”
Honorable Mention: Roma Gilman – “Egret”

Division 112: Non-Professional, Fine Art
1st: McKenzie Floyd – “Nature or Nurture”
2nd: Keith Slonecker – “The Space Under Blossoms”
3rd: Brandy Schildmeyer – “Paul”
Honorable Mention: Dalin Wiffler – “Designs in Lavender”

Division 111: Oregon Award, Fine Art
Winner: Cheryl Peterson – “On a Quiet Morning”
Honorable Mentions:
- Barbara Folawn – “At Day’s End”
- Suzanne Akin – “She Flies with Her Own Wings”

Division 113: Teen (Ages 13 to 18), Fine Art
1st: Elizabeth Tei – “All Thousand Dreams”
2nd: Gabriella Stutrud – “Best Friends!🐾”
3rd: Alex Anderson – “MLK”
Honorable Mention: Macy Maxwell – “Wild Strawberry Tea Party”

Division 114: Youth (Ages 12 and Under), Fine Art
1st: Savanna Marcle – “Fall Is Coming”
2nd: Henry Sparks – “Potato with Too Many Band-Aids”
3rd: Alexandra Pasak – “Water Lilies”
Honorable Mention: Milo Grim – “Fluffy Bird”